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ABSTRACT around five fundamentalpiecesof information:
The event-trce meth¢_ of scenario construction has been chosen 1. a definition of the initiatingevent or process,
for the Yucca Mountain performanceassessment Its applicabili- 2. interaction of the initiating event or process with the fluid
ty andsuitabilityto the problemare discussed andcompared with flow system,
those of the Nuclear Regulato_ Commis.sion(NR,C_.method.
The event-treemethod is appropriatetor.anmcomp_etety,cnarac_ 3. interactionof the initialingeventorprocesswith the waste.
terized ,site,where theremustbe an evolving unaerstanomg,ore 4. releaseof waste from theengineered barriersystem (EBS).
time, of theprocesses at work. for a site thatmayrequireanalysis
of details in spedfie context, andwhen the scenario functionsto 5. transportof contaminantsto the watertable,the surface,or
guide site characterization. Anticipating the eventual require- the acx,essible environment.
ment for using the NRC method, we show that the event-trce
methodcanbetranslatedtotheNRC formatafterfmalscenario Thenextstepisconstructionofscenarios.We defineascenario

asawell-posedproblem,startingfromaninitiatingeventorpro-
screening, cessandproceedingthroughalogicallyconnectedandphysi-

callypossiblecombinationorsequenceofFEPstothereleaseof
INTRODUCTION contaminantsto the accessibleenvironment orto the water table.

Event treesprovide a teel for systematicconstruction of scenar-
The YuccaMountainsystemperformanceassessmentusesan
event-trcemethodforscenariodevelopment.Thismethodof los.A sampleportionofaneventtrce_:_showninfigureI2Inourmethod,eachscenarioisdefinedbyasingle,connectedpath
constructingscenariosleadingtoradionuclidereleasefroma
potentialrepositoryatYuccaMountainappearstodepartfrom throughthetree,accompaniedbysketches(e.g.,figure2)illus-
the method developed by the NRC t. The two methods share the trafingpossibledetails thatmay need to be included in modelingtheFEPsinthepath.ThetrceincludesallFEPsthatthePishave
sameultimatepurpose,namelytoshowthatasiteissuitableor
unsuitable for licensing a nuclear-waste repository.They differ suggested are physically possible at the site and their connec-
in thedefinition and function of scenarioand in the method used lions. At this point there is no attempt to distinguish whether
for scenario construction. We will show in the ensuing discus- scenarios are independent, competing, sequential, or simulta-neous; such importantdistinctions are developed later. There is
sion that the differences are due to the maturityof understanding also at this point no implication about the relativeprobabilistic
of the site implicit in each method and its definitions. Because or consequential importanceof thedifferen_scenarios.
we mustmeetNRC requirementsinthelicenseapplication,we
showhow totranslatetotherequiredform,currentlyanticipated Thisconstructionmethodanddefinitionofscenant,,,eparate,s
tobethatofCranwelletaLi. anextremelylargeandcomplexproblemintomanyparts,eacha

solvableproblem.The eventtreeandscenariosdefinedinit

SCENARIO CONSTRUCTIONUSING EVENTTREES serve multiple, interrelatedpurposes towardgaining a solution
to the wholeproblem:

The firststep in the event-trce method is to identify all features, I. Thescenario defines solvableproblems.Furthermore,since
events, and processes (FEPs) imagined to influence radionuclide somesequencesof FF_,Pshavecommonmembersuntilsome
releasesto theaccessible environment froma repositoryata spe- branching,or areidenticalto sequencesfound other places
eilie site. We accomplish this step using information, interpreta- in the event tree, it helpsto associateproblemswhose solu-
tions, and speculations provided by principalinvestigators (Pis) tions maybe accomplishedwith similar analyses.
workingon the YuccaMountain Project (YMP). 2. Together event trce and scenariosprovide a frameworkand

The collected information is combined into a logical structure details to help determine prioritiesand redirection in sitecharacterizationwhensite characterizationis not complete.
we call a "generalized event trce"-generalized because it uses
FF_,Psand not just events. The structureof the tree is developed 3. Scenariosretain theworkof Pis in context.FF_,Pscannot be

"rt_ls work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Departmentof Energy, Officeof CivilianRadioactive.WasteManagement, Yuc-
ca Mountain Site Characterization Project, under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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! Figure I. An example of a segment of sn event tree showing paths connecting sequences of' FEPs that derme
=_B scenarios. (from Barr ct al.2)

i satisfactorily analyzed out of the context of the studyde- at large have many concerns regard a nu-
technical with to

fined by the PI;therefore,we constructscenariosto the level clear-wasterepositoryandrequireassuranceof rigorousex-
of detail at which the Pis are workingin order to include aminationof theseconcerns.
their results and their insights. As we attemptto visualize 5. The event tree and scenarios retainalternativeintexpreta-
details, other details and accompanying questions become t.ionsof dataand alternativeconceptualmodels. We work

i_ apparent, withrealdata--incompleteand inexactdata--thatsupportAI.4. The event treesuggests a bookkeepingsystemto keep track texnateinterpretationsby differentPIs. These alternativein-

ii of which scenarios have been adequatelyanalyzed, which terpretationsare retaineduntil it is established whether the

arein progress, and which remain to be investigated. A log differences areimportant and testable.
of progress is important because participants and the public
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Two examples are given, one to iUustrate the scale of detail
retained in the construction of scenarios in this method, and
another to illustrate the retention of alternative conceptual mod-

els and alternative interpretations of data.

Figure 2 shows a dike as it passes through the repository, inter-

Sll

Rug

Figure3. Alternativesill insertionmodels.(fromBarr
el al.2)

Figure2. Possiblestressalteredregionaround_ may Now P._
influencedikeinsertion.(fromBarrel al.a) F.rc_#d WatKMound Waw

seeting a number of emplacement drifts. Each drift, as a result of
construction, has developed a stress-almred region around it out
to about three drift diameters. Further stress-alteration from
waste-he_tingof the rock will be superimposed. How the intrud-
ing dike responds to the presence of this stress-altered region is
an open question. These stress-induced alterations, suggested by
Pis in rc,ek mechanics, could profoundly influence contaminant
release and transport.

Figure 3 shows two alternative conceptual models for formation
of a sill from a dike intersecting the repository drifts. The first
mode is for a fingered sill that fills the void space in the inter-
setting drifts. The second mode is a sill that bridges adjacent cootno
drifts as if the driftsproduced a plane of preferentialweakness.
The secondsill type displaces rock between drifts, bending and
fracturingthe immediate overburden.Figure4 shows a variation _ _ F=,_
of the second type of sill formation(suggested by Dr. D. Bores) 0_0.f_ _,,i= _,_
where the insertion occurs without bending and fracturingof the Figure4. Hinge modelproducesno fracturesabovethesill. (fromBarrel al.2)
overburden. Instead the overburden is lifted intactwith a nearby
fault acting as a hinge. The reader can constructothervariations
that depend on the location of the sill being emplaced above or of the high-gradientregionin the saturatedzone north of thepro-
below the drifts and including or missing the waste containers, posed Yucca Mountain site. Testing can demonstrate which
Each model requires a separate branch in the tree until it can be parts, if any, of these models are reasonable. Testing will be
determined that the releases due to each can be incorporated into done during site chsrmterization if the divers models produce

: a single model. Theses analyses will support each other, how- significantlydifferentconsequences.
ever, as they contain common FEPs.

Other examples of alternative conceptual models are the inter-
pretations of Fridrich3. Czarnecki4.and Sinton5of the hydraulics
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_1 Figure5. A samplebifurcationdiagramusedin theNRCscenarioconstructionmethod.EachsubscriptedR
atthe topofthe diagramstandsfora releaseprocessandeachsubscriptedT fora transportprocess.
Therighthandcolumnis asummaryof whichp.rocessesareandarenot(indicatedbya bar,e.g.,T)
includedineach horizontalpath.(Cranwelletal.')

SCENARIO CONSTRUCTION BY THENRC MENTOD may include severalFEPs), and each subscriptedT standsfor a
transportprocess. Branching in this tree is determined by

As in theevent-treemethod,the firststep in theNRC methodis whether or not the process above the branching occurs. Each
to identify FEPs. The second step is an iterative process of level, that is, each bifurcation, is built on a question about a
investigating, analyzing, eliminating, and combining PEPs, until lumped process. The fight-hand column summarizes the pro-
the original eolleetion is pruned and lumped into a few release eesses included and excluded in eaehseparate path. A barover a
processes and a few transportprocesses. A release process may letter is used to negate the process, that is to say it does not
include mechanisms by which the waste container is degraded occur. Construction of the bifurcationdiagram using ali eombi-
andcontaminants aremobilized in additionto thermalprocesses, nations of lumped processesensures local completeness. Loe_
A transport process may include thermally driven flow aswell as completeness means that every combinationamongprocesses is
retardationof contaminants, included. (We maintain that global completeness, meaning

inclusion of every process including those yet unknown, is not

The NRC model organizes the releaseprocesses and the trans- possible). Once ali recognized and possible combinations have
portprocesses into a logical structure in the form of a bifumation been constructed, the results must be examined to removephysi-

l diagram (figure 5). In this diagram, each subscripted R at the top eally impossible combinations of the retained, lumped pro-

IllI of the diagram stands for a release process (lumped processes cesses. A scenario is defined as a continuous path from left to

right through the resulting diagram.
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DIFFERENCES been examined; we are still trying to sort out the problem to the
Pis' satisfaction.

The method we are using organizes FEPs in a logical structure
in the form of multiple branching paths (figure 1).The criterion Any multiple branching tree can be reorganized into a bifurca-
for multiple branches is that a PI identifies competing, sequen- tion diagram by sorting and proper identification of branching

: tial, simultaneous, or independent processes. For example, fig- questions;the real difference between the methods is in the levelJ
i ures 3 and 4 show three alternative conceptual models for of detail requiredby each expansion. The considerable detail we

formation of a sill from a dike. These types of sills could be build on must also be implicitly required in the lumped pro-
: competing, sequential, or simultaneous, and each model occu- cesses of the NRC method, however. One could not adequately
i pies a branch in the tree. Two of theses branches are shown in model release or transport, for example, without knowing what

figure 1. mechanistic details are included as lumped processes. This
' implicit inclusion of details means that the NRC method

Each branch tries to reflect the level of detail at which the Pis demandsa complete, mature understanding of theproposed site.!

are doing their experiments and analyses, either directly in the If there isno lumping of processes in theNRC method, thehum-
tree or indirectly in the explanatory sketches. In figure 6, a _ ber of possible scenarios becomes impossibly large to analyze.

' We do notexpect this to be the case, becausewe expect massive
pruning of the treeson physical and probabilistic bases to reduce

|!._..'_,,ii/ia_,_,_-_:_!_ the number to manageable terms. Pruning is determined by the.. ............ tzvs_,,._..4.:.,.Z..._ .......... _J ,,'_j

....:.';._./.'._."_._ details of the FEPs involved; without that detail it is difficult to
judge the importance of any scenario. Our analyses of igneous
activitygenerate more than 100scenarios; we expect few to sur-

_,d,_ vive detailedscrutiny.
Votallkm,

TRANSLATING BETWEENMETHODS

A further implication in our use of trees has been mentioned,
| but requires explanation.Notice in figure 1 that scenarios appear
_. without regard to whether they are competing, independent,
| sequential, or simultaneous. Scenario 12-Iof figure I includes
i 'Gonv_e Rowh'_t_nDevek_',a FEP activeduring the hot phaseof

the sill. Upon sill cooling, water driven outward by the si//heat
may return and accumulateatop the sill as in scenario 12-2(and
shown in the ponding in figure 4). Path 12-2 is parallel to 12-1 in
the tree, but it occurs after 12.1in time. To be more consistent
with the NRC method we must examine each occurrence of the
initiating event or process and decide which tree branches are
consistent with each conceptual model of the occurrence. This
remark will be illustrated. Cranwell et al.2developed scenarios
for several release modes and transportmodes from one concep-
tual model of the representative site. For Yucca Mountain, we
have anumber of conceptual models of the site and two different
kinds of alternativeconceptual models. The first kind of alterna-
tive conceptual model results from different interpretations of

Figure6. Volatilesdriven from a containerby a hot dike the same data, as in theconflicting interpretations3.4.sof the high-
plate-out in the surrounding cooler rock and gradient data. We must carry such alternatives in the analysis
becomeavailablefor mobilizationand transport, until they are resolved. The second kind of alternative concep-
(fromBarrct al.a) tual model involves alternative effectsproduced by the same ini-

tiating event. For example, if basalticvolcanism is the initiating
event, a cindercone above the repository is accompanied by an

has intruded through the repository andintersected a waste con- intruding dike. A dike that reaches the surface presents a differ-tainer. Since the magma temperature is approximately 1100to
1_0°C, any fragile or broken containers could reasonably be ent risk to the repository from a dike that terminates below the
expected to leak any fission products that happen to be volatile surface. These alternativeconceptual models for the same initi-
at these temperatures. Such volatiles would plate out (condense) ating event cannot be distinguished by further data--although
in the cooler surrounding rock, forming a halo of contaminants probabilitiesof occurrence may be quite different. Both must be
separate from the waste container--in effect partitioning the carded in the analyses as independentevents.

source and putting part of the contaminants into a different flow In addition to establishment of the conceptual model in which
field. The point of this example is that the sketches, which are at the initiatingevent or process occurs and collection of FEPs tothe level of detail at which Pis are working, give a more com-
plete picture of the FEPs that should be included. It is likely that work from, translationstill requires some systematic lumping of
some of these details would escape notice and be omitted from a FEPs into groups consistent with those of Cranwellet al.t Much
lumped calculation if they have not been previously examined of the lumping of FEPs in the event trees is transparent; some
and explicitly i.teluded., choices for grouping into release or transport modes are argu-able, but do not affect the calculational results for release. There

Our current objective is to include ali the ideas, results, and are. however,subtleties in lumping when the FEP is important to
speculations offered by the Pis. Local completeness has not yet both release and transport. A feature important to both release
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and transport--because it affects the flow system--is discussed in SUMMARY
i the stress-altered region example of figure 2. In this ease, the
t rock condition must become part of the conceptual model. We We can, with a fair amount of labor, translate our current see-

t would apply this lumping procedure to every branch of the tree narios to the form the NRC uses. lt does not seem prudent to do
produced by an initiating event or process for each conceptual so at this time; our understanding of Yucca Mountain is not yet

model of the site. mature enough to lump processes in this manner. Site character-ization would be unnecessary if our current understanding would

I To be specific, we will translate the tree of figure 1 to the form suffice. As site characterization proceeds, we will be able to sue-
of figureS. The example in fi_,reS treats two release modes and cessively prune the generalized event trees, and scenario calcu-
three transport modes. We mu_t reorganize the tree because we lations will become less unwieldy.

need to specify the contents of each release mode and each trans-
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